In both experiments the enzyme cleaves intact DNA and nicked intermediates with comparable rates, indicating that under steady-state reaction conditions BcnI has no preference for the nicked intermediate over substrate. Efficient formation of the final reaction product with a double strand break under steady state reaction conditions therefore must be due to processive action of the enzyme on both DNA strands. Figure S5 . Analysis of the GG substrate cleavage data. Two BcnI target sequences are marked by rectangles, internal 33 P radiolabel is designated by a red circle, radioactive DNA fragments visualized by phosphorimaging are black and unlabeled fragments are grey. (A) BcnI reaction on the GG oligonucleotide substrate ('ss-ss') may yield 14 intermediates with 1, 2 or 3 nicks and the final product ('pp-pp'). The pairs of intermediates that occupy two columns of the same row are equivalent due to the symmetry of the GG substrate. . Amounts of the intact DNA, '1-NICK', '1-DSB' and '≥2-NICKS' were calculated as described in Supplementary Methods.
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Supplementary Methods
DNA substrates
The HP substrate (Table 1) 
Analysis of double stranded DNA cleavage data
Single turnover pre-mix DNA cleavage experiments ( Figure 3B ) were performed with enzyme (200-400 nM BcnI) in large excess over the HP substrate (2 nM). Reaction rates at both BcnI concentrations tested (200 nM and 400 nM) were identical, suggesting that the observed reaction rates are not affected by enzyme-DNA association but instead reflect just the conversion of enzymebound substrate to product via the G-nick and the C-nick intermediates ( Figure 3A) . Therefore, the single-turnover pre-mix reactions of BcnI on the double-stranded DNA substrate HP were fitted to the equations (1-3) that take into account only the DNA hydrolysis reactions (simplified reaction scheme in Figure 3B ):
where
SS(t), G-nick(t) and C-nick(t)
are the concentrations (in %) at time t of the DNA substrate and both nicked intermediates, k 1 (G) and k 2 (C) are the rate constants for nicking of the G-and Cstrands, k obs (C) and k obs (G) are the rate constants for cleavage of the C-and G-strands in the second stage of the reaction, and G denotes the initial fraction (in %) of the DNA substrate carrying BcnI in the orientation that places the catalytic center close to the G-strand.
In the post-mix reactions starting with the enzyme and DNA in separate solutions, DNA cleavage must be preceded by the enzyme-DNA association step. However, the observed reaction rates with both enzyme concentrations tested (200 and 400 nM) were also identical, indicating that under these reaction conditions BcnI-DNA association is a fast process that does not limit the observed DNA cleavage rate. Therefore, post-mix BcnI reactions were also fitted to the equations (1-3) ( Figure   3C ).
Analysis of nicked DNA cleavage
Single turnover pre-mix DNA cleavage experiments on the G-nick intermediate ( Figure 4B ) were performed with enzyme (200-400 nM) in large excess over the G-nick oligonucleotide (2 nM).
Reaction rates at both BcnI concentrations tested (200 nM and 400 nM) were identical, suggesting that the observed reaction rates are not affected by enzyme-DNA association but instead reflect just the conversion of enzyme-bound DNA into the product. Therefore, we approximated the reaction steps that lead to the switch in enzyme orientation by a single first-order rate constant k switch (Gnick) . This converted the reaction mechanism for G-nick DNA cleavage ( Figure 4A ) into the simple two-step scheme ( Figure 4B ). Equation (4) for the mechanism in Figure 4B ( ) ( )
was fitted to the pre-mix G-nick cleavage data, yielding the rate constant k 2 (C) for the C-strand hydrolysis, rate constant k switch (G-nick) for the switch in enzyme orientation, and the initial fraction P (%) of the G-nick substrate carrying BcnI in the productive orientation that places the catalytic center close to the C-strand.
In the post-mix reactions starting with BcnI and G-nick DNA in separate solutions, the observed reaction rates were also identical at both enzyme concentrations tested (200 nM and 400 nM), indicating that under these reaction conditions BcnI-DNA association is a fast process that does not limit the observed DNA cleavage rate. Therefore, post-mix G-nick cleavage reactions ( Figure 4B) were also fitted to the equation (4).
Single turnover pre-mix and post-mix reactions on the C-nick oligonucleotide (Supplementary Figure S1) were fitted to the analogous equation (5):
where k 2 (G) is the rate constant for the G-strand hydrolysis in the C-nick intermediate, k switch (Cnick) is the rate constant for the switch in enzyme orientation, and P (%) denotes the initial fraction of the C-nick DNA carrying BcnI in the productive orientation with the catalytic center close to the G-strand.
Interpretation of the double-site substrate cleavage data
BcnI reaction on the two site substrate GG (Table 1 ) may yield 14 reaction intermediates with 1, 2 or 3 nicks and the final reaction product cleaved at all four phosphodiester bonds (Supplementary Figure S5A) . The two BcnI recognition sites in the GG substrate are identical, therefore some reaction products are equivalent (for example, products 'pp-ss' and 'ss-pp', bearing a double-strand break either at the first or at the second recognition site, Supplementary Figure S5A ).
Depending on the position and the number of cleaved phosphodiester bonds, the internal radiolabel may reside in one of the eight DNA fragments separated on high resolution denaturing polyacrylamide gel (Supplementary Figure S5B) . Assuming that equivalent reaction products should be formed in equal quantities, amounts of eight DNA forms could be unambiguously deduced from the denaturing electrophoresis data (equations 6-10): Amount of the intact substrate 'ss-ss' was determined using equation (6) (Supplementary Figure   S5C and D); the combined amount of all cleavage products bearing a single nick ('1-NICK') was calculated using equation (11) The total amount of reaction products bearing two or more cleaved phosphodiester bonds distributed between the two sites ('≥2-NICKS') was determined using equation (13) A similar approach was used to determine the amount of 'ss-ss', '1-NICK', '1-DSB' and '≥2-NICKS' products in the GC DNA cleavage experiments.
